Mixed Equation with Numbers Up to 100

Name:

#1

Archaeologists have recently dug up a bunch of
old stuﬀ! They tell the reporters that they have
dug up 9 old things. Later after using carbon
dating techniques they realize 5 of the things are
new things and aren't that impressive. How
many old things should the archaeologists have
told the reporter they found?

old things

Show your work

#2

Since he was hired, a chef has
served a total of 15 guests. Of
those guests, 9 were adults.
How many children has the
chef served?
children
#3

Show your work

Choose the best answer
3 lobsters are playing a game of dodgeball.
The crabs wander past and want to play, so 1
crab join the dodgeball game. How many
players are there now?
6

4

3

7
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Mixed Equation with Numbers Up to 100
#4

Name:

Choose the best answer
In a habitat of arachnids there are 7
spiders in total, and of those spiders 4
are tarantulas. How many of the spiders
are not tarantulas?

#5

0

2

1

3

Show your work

Choose the best answer
Archaeologists have recently dug up a bunch of old stuﬀ!
They tell the reporters that they have dug up 10 old things.
Later after using carbon dating techniques they realize 8 of
the things are new things and aren't that impressive. How
many old things should the archaeologists have told the
reporter they found?

#6

4

1

3

2

Show your work

Choose the best answer
Fat House Cat sleeps and is fed 8 pieces
of food per day, and steals 5 pieces of
food per day. How much food does Fat
House Cat eat in a day?
9

11

13

17
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Mixed Equation with Numbers Up to 100

Name:

#7

Julia hands out 28 slices of
deli meat among 7 customers
evenly. How many slices of
deli meat does each
customer get?
slices per customer

Show your work

#8

While making a toy castle
Nathan creates 3 rooms over
3 diﬀerent floors. If they are
distributed evenly, how many
rooms are on each floor?
rooms per floor

Show your work

#9

Avery cuts 5 slices of pizza
and divides them among her
1 friend evenly. How many
pizza slices does each friend
get?
pizza slices per friend
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#10

Name:

Choose the best answer
An orchardist has 9 packs of seeds.
Each pack will grow 7 trees. How many
trees will the orchardist have after
planting all the seeds?

#11

78

63

58

45

Show your work

Choose the best answer
Astronauts age 3 moon years for every
earth year they are in space. If an
astronaut is in space for 1 year, how
many moon years will they have aged?

#12

4

3

1

5

Show your work

Choose the best answer
An orchardist has 7 packs of seeds.
Each pack will grow 5 trees. How many
trees will the orchardist have after
planting all the seeds?
35

28

29

41
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Mixed Equation with Numbers Up to 100
Question

Answer Key

Answer

#1

4

#2

6

#3

4

#4

3

#5

2

#6

13

#7

4

#8

1

#9

5

#10

63

#11

3

#12

35
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